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STRATEGY-PROOFNESS AND ESSENTIALLY 
SINGLE-VALUED CORES 

BY TAYFUN S6NMEZ' 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN THIS PAPER WE SEARCH for solutionis to various classes of allocatioll problemlls. We 
require them to be Pareto efficient and inldiliduIally ratioia (in the senIse that I10 agent is 
ever worse off than he would be on his own). In addition to these minimual requirements 
we also would like agents not to be able to profitably misrepresenit their prefereinces. This 
property is known as strategy-proofiIess. 

Two extensively analyzed classes of allocation problems are inarriage pr-oblemls (Gale 
and Shapley (1962)), and hlolusinig mnarkets (Shapley and Scarf (1974)). Results concerning 
strategy-proofness in marriage problems are quite disappointing. Roth (1982a) shows that 
in the context of marriage problems there is no selection from the core correspondence 
that is strategy-proof. Moreover, Alcalde and Barbera (1994) shiow tlhat th1ere is no 
solution that is Pareto efficient, individually rational, ancl strategy-proof.3 OIn the other 
hand results pertaining to housing markets are muchi more encouraging. Roth (1982b) 
shows that in the context of housing markets the core correspondenlce, whiclh is shown to 
be single-valued by Roth and Postlewaite (1977), is strategy-proof. Moreover Ma (1994) 
shows that it is the only solution that is Pareto efficient, individually rational, and 
str ategy-proof. 

We search for foundations of the differences in these results. We do this by studying 
strategy-proofness on a general class of allocation problems that includes both models as 
subclasses. In addition to marriage problems and housing markets this class also includles 

This paper is a substantial revision of my discuission paper 'Strategy-Proofiness and Singleton 
Cores in Generalized Matching Problems." The revision is inspired by the suggestions of Joseplh 
Greenberg to whom I am most grateful. I also thank Steve Ching, Matthew Jacksoni, Hideo Konislhi, 
John Ledyard, Alvin Roth, Ismail Saglam, James Schumiimer, Tomoichi Shiniotsuka, Enniio Stacclhetti, 
Koichi Tadenuma, Robert Wilsoni, and in particular to an eclitor, Tanlk Kara, William Tlhomsoni, anicI 
three anonymous referees whose comments and suggestions significantly improvecl the paper. I also 
thank seminar participants at Bilkent University (Tturkey), Caltech, New York University, Ohio State 
University, Stanford University (Engiineerinlg-Econiomic Systems), University of Michigan, University 
of Pittsburgh, University of Rochester, University of Western Ontario, Washinigtoni University at St. 
Louis, SITE 1995, the conference New Directions in the Theory of Markets and Gamiies (Toronto, 
1995), 1996 North American Meeting for the Economiietric Society for their comlllenlts. All errors are 
my own responsibility. 

Strategy-proofness was first anialyzed in abstract social choice models wlhere there are few or no 
restrictions on preferences. Gibbard (1973) and Satterthwaite (1975) show that, unicer minlor 
conditions strategy-proofness is equivalent to dictatorship. In moclels with more structure (such as 
economic models) some positive results are available. See, for example, Barbera, Giil, and Stacclhetti 
(1993), Barberai and Jackson (1994), Ching (1994), Moulini (1980, f994), Moulini and Shelnker (1992), 
Roth (1982b), Sonmez (1996), Sprumonit (1991). 

Kara ancd Sonmez (1996) weaken the incentive requiiremiienit ancl searclh for Nash implemiienitable 
allocation rules. They show that any solutioni that is Pareto efficient, inidividually ratioial, and Nash 
implementable is a supersoltution of the core correspondenice. 
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roommate problems (Gale and Shapley (1962)), indivisible goods exchange economies, 
coalitioni foimation problems (Banerjee, Konishi, and Sonmez (1997)), and networks 
(Jackson and Wolinsky (1996)). We show that for any model in this class, there exists a 
Pareto efficient, individually rational, and strategy-proof solution only if all allocations in 
the core are Pareto indifferent for all problems. In fact, any such solution selects an 
allocation in the core whenever the core is nonempty. Furthermore any selection from 
the core correspondence is strategy-proof as long as the core correspondence is essen- 
tially single-valued and the core of each problem is externally stable. We obtain the 
positive results of Roth (1982b), Ma (1994) for the housing markets, the negative results 
of Roth (1982a) and Alcalde and Barber'a (1994), for marriage problems, and new 
negative results for indivisible goods exchange economies, coalition formation problems, 
and networks as direct applications of our general results. 

An implication of our results is that, for a wide class of problems, the core is the key 
concept when one searches for strategy-proof solutions that are Pareto efficient and 
individually rational. We believe this conclusion provides important noncooperative 
support for the core correspondence, a cooperative solution. 

2. THE GENERAL MODEL 

A generalized indivisible goocls allocation problem, or simply a problem, is a 4-tuple 
(N, , Vf,R) where N = {,..., n} is a finite set of agents, w = (w(l),..., w(n)) is an 
initial endowment, cq/f is a set of feasible allocations, and R = (R1,...,R,,) is a list of 
preference relations. Each agent i is endowed with a set of indivisible goods Cl(i) that we 
refer to as agent i's initial endowment. For all T c N, let cl(T) = U i I T o(li) denote the 
set of indivisible goods owned by agents in coalition T. An allocation a is a mapping from 
N to c(N) such that each good is assigned to one agent. Let w/ denote the set of all 
allocations. Formally, 

>V= {a: N -- w(N) I Vx E w(N), la-l(x)l = 1}. 
We exogenously specify a subset sV/f of the set of allocations as the set of feasible 
allocations. We require that Co FC/J. The preference relation Ri of each agent i E N is a 
binary relation on V-f that is complete (for all a, b c&if we either have aRib or bRia) 
and tWansitive (for all a, b, c Ec f if aRib and bRic then aRic). Let Pi denote the strict 
prefer-ence r-elation and Ii denote the indifference relation induced by Ri. Let Mi be the 
class of all preference relations for agent i. We require Mi to satisfy two conditions. 

ASSUMPTION A: For all Ri ECi and for all a E=-, 

aIiw a(i) = (i) 

That is, an agent is indifferent between an allocation and the initial endowment if and 
only if he keeps his initial endowment. 

ASSUMPTION B: For all Ri EcAi and for all a E/Vf with aRiw, these exists R1i Eci stuch 
that 

1. Vb E Jf\ {a}, bRia =bRja, 

2. V b Ecf \ {a}, aRib aRlb, 

3. Vb E-.f\{a}, aPib= aPib, and aRiwRib. 
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That is, for any preference relation Ri and any allocation a that is at least as good as 
the initial endowment, there exists a preference relation Ri such that, all allocations that 
are better than a under Ri are better than a under Ri, all that are worse remain worse, 
and the initial endowment ranks right after (or indifferent to) a. 

An important class that satisfies these conditions is the class of preferences where an 
agent has strict preferences over own assignment and does not care for others' assign- 
ments (i.e., no consumption externalities). Let M' be the class of all such preferences for 
agent i. 

Let R = Hi se N Mi and ?S = Hi se N M.'. For all R E=, and for all T c N, we denote 
the restriction of R to T by RT, and the set N\ T by - T. For all i E N, we denote the 
set N\{i} by -i. Throughout the paper we fix N, w,X f - and hence each preference 
profile R E= defines a problem. 

An allocation a cEf is individually rational under R if aRi w for all i E N. We denote 
the set of all individually rational allocations under R by J(R). 

An allocation a EJVf Par-eto dominates an allocation b EcXf under R if aRib for all 
i E N and aPjb for some j E N. An allocation a Ecc. is Pareto efficient if it is not Pareto 
dominated by any allocation b ECJ. We denote the set of all Pareto efficient allocations 
under R by 9(R). An allocation a EVf strictly Pasreto donlinates an allocation b Ecf 
under R if aPib for all i E N. Two allocations a, b EcVf are Par-eto indiffer-ent under R if 
aIib for all i E N. 

An allocation a EccVf weakly dorninates the allocation b EcVf via the coalition T c N 
under R if 

1. ViE TT a(i) c(T) 

2. ViE T aRib, 

3. 3jE T, aPjb. 

In that case we say that the coalition T blocks b under R via a. An allocation a EcWf is in 
the core4 of the problem R Ec if it is not weakly dominated by any feasible allocation. 
We denote the core of R by W(R). The core correspondence is the correspondence that 
assigns the set of allocations in the core for each problem. For a given 4-tuple 
(N, W, s~ ?), the core correspondence is essentially single-valued if the core of each 
problem is nonempty and any pair of allocations in the core are Pareto indifferent. 

A set of allocations X cf is externlally stable under R EE if every allocation in 
,V/f\W is dominated by some allocation in M. Note that any externally stable set under R 
is a superset of the core of R. An allocation rulle is a function Sp:Dl ->tV-. An allocation 
rule SD is Pareto efficient if 4p(R) Ec .(R) for all R E=, and individually rational if 
,p(R) Ec(R) for all R E=-. An allocation rule So is strategy-pioof if for all R Ec, for all 
iEN, and for all RiE i, 

cp(R)Rjip(R-iS Rij), 

and it is weakly coalitionally strategy-proof if for all R EC, for all T c N and for all 
RT CE,-T there exists i E T such that 

4O(R)Rj q(R- T ' RT ) - 

This notion of core, which is defined by weak domination, is widely known as the strict core. 
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That is, an allocation rule is strategy-proof if no agent can ever benefit by unilaterally 
misrepresenting his preferences and it is weakly coalitionally strategy-proof if no group of 
agents can benefit by jointly misrepresenting their preferences. Note that weak coali- 
tional strategy-proofness is stronger than strategy-proofness and weaker than the notion 
of coalitional strategy-proofness, which allows some agents to be indifferent when 
misrepresenting their preferences. 

3. THE MAIN RESULTS 

Our first result, which is a variant of a theorem in Demange (1987), concerns weak 
coalitional strategy-proofness of the core correspondence whenever it is essentially 
single-valued and the core of each problem is externally stable. 

PROPOSITION 1: Let N, W,V , be such that the core correspondence is essentially 
single-valued and the core of each problem is extemally stable. Then any selection from the 
core correspondence is weakly coalitionally strategy-proof. 

PROOF: Let N, (, vf, R be such that: 

1. VR Eg, ViEN, Va,bEW(R), aIib, 

2. VR EC, W(R) is externally stable. 

Let fo be a selection from the core correspondence. That is, (p(R) EcA W(R) for all 
R Ec. Suppose fo is not weakly coalitionally strategy-proof. Then, by definition there 
exist R Ep, T c N, RT C FI i E T A such that 

(1) VicT, E(R-T, RT)Poi(R). 

Since (p(R) Ec- W(R) and the core is essentially single-valued, ;p(R-T, RT) W(R). More- 
over W(R) is externally stable and therefore there exists a E W(R) which dominates 
p(R-, RT) under R. That is, there exists a coalition U cN such that 

Vi E U, a(i) E w(U), 

Vi E U, aRip(R-TRT), 

BjE U, aPjo(R-T,RT). 

We have aIi p(R) for all i E N and this together with relation (1) imply that T n U = 0. 
But then a dominates (p(R TRT) under (R T RT) contradicting (p(R TRT) 

W(R_T, RT)- QE.D. 

REMARK 1: Demange (1987) introduces a notion of coalitional nonmanipulability for 
correspondences and shows that the core correspondence is coalitionally nonmanipulabl-e 
as long as it is nonempty and satisfies the following weaker notion of external stability for 
all problems: A set of allocations _ is weakly stable if every allocation outside W is 
blocked by a coalition all of whose members prefer an allocation in W to this allocation. 
Proposition 1 is still valid if external stability is replaced by weak stability. Demange's 
theorem reduces to this stronger version of Proposition 1 whenever the core correspon- 
dence is essentially single-valued. 
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The core correspondence being essentially single-valued is a veiy strong assumption.5 
However it is a necessary condition for the existence of a Pareto efficient, individually 
rational, and strategy-proof allocation rule on the classes of problems with a nonempty 
valued core correspondence. Furthermore if such an allocation rule exists, it is a 
selection from the core correspondence. We first prove a stronger version that asserts 
that if an allocation rule SD is Pareto efficient, individually rational, and strategy-proof, 
then all allocations in the core are Pareto indifferent and the allocation rule fo must 
select one of them whenever the core is nonempty. 

Assumption B plays a crucial role in the proof of this result: For any true preference 
profile R and any allocation a in the core, it ensures the existence of a preference profile 
R such that allocation a is Pareto indifferent to any allocation that is Pareto efficient and 
individually rational under R. Therefore the allocation qp(R) should be Pareto indifferent 
to a. Moreover if one of the agents reports his true preferences, then by strategy-proof- 
ness he should attain* the same welfare level and by Pareto efficiency and individual 
rationality all other agents do too. A proof by induction on the cardinality of the set of 
truthful agents then shows that ;p(R) is Pareto indifferent to allocation a as well. Since 
this argument is valid for any allocation in the core, we cannot avoid a contradiction 
unless all allocations in the core are Pareto indifferent. 

THEOREM 1: If there exists an allocation rutle cp: M -c#f that is Pareto efficient, individut- 
ally rational, and strategy-proof, then N, w, 'f, are such that 

1. VRE, VieN, Va,b E(R), aIib, 

2. V1R E-= with F,(R) =/ 0, (p(R) E_ F,(R). 

PROOF: Fix N, X, Vf, S Let ~o: R ->,# be Pareto efficient, individually rational, and 
strategy-proof. Let R eS- and a E - W(R). We will establish the proof by showing that 
p(R) is Pareto indifferent to a under R. Let R EM be such that for all i E N 

(2) Vb E-f\ {a}, bRia bRia, 

(3) Vb ec'f \{a}, aRib aRib, 

(4) Vb Es 'f\{a}, aPib aaPib, and aRawRib. 

Assumption B ensures the existence of such a preference profile. Also note that 
a E K(R) for otherwise the blocking coalition would block it under R as well. 

CLAIM 1: The allocation (p(R ) is Par4eto indiffer-ent to a under R. That is, 

Vi eN, (R)I a. 

5Nevertheless, because of the indivisibility of goods, it is satisfied in some interesting classes of 
problems such as housing markets. 
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PROOF OF CLAIM 1: We will prove Claim 1 by showing that a is Pareto indifferent to 
any allocation that is Pareto efficient and individually rational under R. 

We have a E W(R) cg(R) nr,(R). Let b EsVf be such that b E9(R) rt(R). Sup- 
pose that 

(5) 3iEN, bfia. 

We will show that this will lead to a contradiction. Consider the coalition 

T = {i Ec=N I b(i) =b (i)}1. 

That is, T c N is the set of agents who are not assigned their initial endowments at 
allocation b. We have two cases to consider: 

CASE 1: T = 0. For this case we have b = Z. Since a E W(R) cq,(R) 

ViEN, aRi , 

and therefore 

Vi E N, aRib, 

contradicting relation (5). 

CASE 2: T 0 0. We have 

(6) Vi E T, b(i) c w(T) 

by the construction of the coalition T. Moreover since b Ec>(R) 

V i E T, bRii t). 

Therefore construction of coalition T together with Assumption A imply 

Vi E T, bPiw, 

which in turn implies 

(7) ViET, bRla 

by the construction of Ri. We also have 

(8) Vi EN\T, aRib 

by a EcJ(R), b(i) = w(i) for all i E N\ T, and Assumption A. Suppose we have aRib for 
all i E T. This together with relation (8) imply either a Pareto dominates b under R or a 
is Pareto indifferent to b under R, both of which contradict relation (5). Therefore we 
cannot have aR,b for all i E T and thus 

(9) 3j ET, bPja. 

But then coalition T blocks the allocation a under R via b by relations (6), (7), (9), 
contradicting a E W(R), completing Case 2. 
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Therefore 

AiEN, bPia, 

and hence 

Vi EN, aRlb. 

Moreover b Ec9(R1) and therefore a and b are Pareto indifferent under R. 
But b E39'(R) nsF(R) is arbitrary and fo is Pareto efficient and individually rational. 
Therefore 

Vi E N, P(R)I4a. 

CLAIM 2: The allocation (p(R) is Pareto indifferent to a under R. That is, 

Vi EN, p(R)Iia. 

PROOF OF CLAIM 2: We will show that, for all T c N, 

Vi Ec N\ T, (p(f _ T, RT )Iia , 

Vi Ec T,I (p(fi_T Rd)Ija, 

by induction on the cardinality of T. 
Let us first show this for IT = 1. Let j EN. First note that Claim 1 together with 

relations (2) and (3) imply 

(10) p (R)Ija. 

Consider the preference profile (R _j, Rj). By strategy-proofness we have 

(11) Rj(R)Rgp(&1,R), 

(12) 1(F_j, R1)R1R4R). 

Claim 1 together with relations (11) and (3) imply aRjP(R_j, Rj). Moreover we have 

(p(R_j, Rj)RLa by relations (10) and (12), and therefore 4p(R_j, Rj)Ija. But any alloca- 
tion b E3c'(R - R1) n,(R ,_j, R1) with bIja is Pareto indifferent to allocation a under 
(R _j, R.) (as otherwise we contradict Claim 1). Therefore 

Vi E N\{j}, q(fi_j, Rj)Lia 

establishing the proof for IT = 1. Next suppose that for all T cN with IT = 1 < n, 

(13) Vi E N\ T, (p(R_T, RT)Iia, 

Vi E T, 0p(R_T, RT)Ia. 
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We will show that the same holds for all T cN with ITI = I + 1 < n. 
Let T c N be such that I T I = I + 1. Let j E T. Consider the preference profile 

(R -T RT). By strategy-proofness we have 

P(~(N \T)U{]}, RT\{j})R(jP(RP T, RT), 

p(RT, RT)RJP(R(N\T)U {j, RT\{j), 

and therefore 

(P(R_T,RT)IjP(R(N\T)U{j}, RT\{j})Ija 

by relation (13) and the construction of Rj. (Note that IT\{I}l = 1.) That is, we have 

Vli E_ T, (p(R- T, RT) Iia. 

But any allocation b E09-(RT,RT) n(RT,RT) with bIha for all ieT is Pareto 
indifferent to allocation a under (RT, RT) (as otherwise we contradict Claim 1). 
Therefore 

(14) Vi E N\ T, (R T, RT )Iia, 

establishing the proof for ITI = I + 1. Hence by induction 

V i E_ N, p(R)Ija, 

proving Claim 2. 
Now we are ready to complete the proof. Suppose we also have b E W(R) and yet b is 

not Pareto indifferent to a under R. Then by similar arguments we have p(R)Ijb for all 
i E N, contradicting relation (14). Therefore N, w, f are such that 

VRES', Va, b E W(R), Vi E N, aIib. 

Moreover a EC7 W(R) together with Claim 2 imply 9(R) E-7 W(R) and therefore 9(R) E 

W(R) for all R egW such that W(R) b 0. Q.E.D. 

The following corollary follows immediately from Theorem 1. 

COROLLARY 1: Let N, w,Vf, R be such that the core correspondence is non-empty 
valued. Then whenever there exists an allocation rule fo that is Pareto efficient, individually 
rational, and strategy-proof, the core correspondence is essentially single-valued and the 
allocation rule fo is a selection from the corecorrespondence. 

4. APPLICATIONS 

In this section we have several applications of our results. We omit proofs of 
Corollaries 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7, which consist of simple examples with two or more core 
allocations that are not Pareto indifferent. 
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4.1. Inidivisible Goods Exchange 

Consider the following class of inzdivisible goods exchange economies. There is a group 
of agents each of whom owns a set of indivisible goods. Each agent has strict preferences 
over bundles of indivisible goods and a feasible allocation is a re-allocation of the goods 
among the agents. 

We can represent indivisible goods exchange economies as a subclass of our general 
model by simply letting Wf =V and M =SM. Let's first consider the case where there is 
at least one agent who is endowed with more than one indivisible good. For this case one 
can easily find an example where the core has at least two allocations that are not Pareto 
indifferent. Hence we have the following corollary. 

COROLLARY 2: Consider any subclass of indivisible goods exchange economies where at 
least one agent owns more than one good. There is no allocation rule in this context that is 
Pareto efficient, individually rational, and strategy-proof. 

What if each agent owns one indivisible good? That case is extensively studied and it is 
our next application. 

4.2. Housing Markets 

Shapley and Scarf (1974) introduce and study the following class of problems known as 
housing markets. Each agent owns one indivisible good (say a house), and has strict 
preferences over all houses. An allocation is a permutation of the houses among the 
agents.6 We can represent housing markets as a subclass of our general model as follows: 
Let I w(i)I = 1 for all i eN, f = (a lI V i eN, Ia(i)I = 1}, and M ==,s. We have the 
following corollary. 

COROLLARY 3 (Roth (1982b), Bird (1984), Ma (1994)): The core co-respondence in the 
context of the housing markets is weakly coalitionally strategy-proof. Furthermore it is the only 
allocation rule that is Pareto efficient, individually rational, and strategy-proof. 

PROOF: Roth and Postlewaite (1977) show that the core is a singleton and is externally 
stable for each problem. Therefore the core correspondence is weakly coalitionally 
strategy-proof, and hence strategy-proof due to Proposition 1. Uniqueness follows from 
Theorem 1. 

4.3. Marriage and Roommate Problems 

Gale and Shapley (1962) introduce and study the following class of two-sided matching 
problems7 known as marriage problems: There are two sets of agents interpreted as a set 
of men and a set of women. Each man has strict preferences over the set of women and 

6See Moulin (1995) .for a comprehensive survey of results concerning the housing markets. 
7For an exposition of game theoretic modelling and analysis of such problems, see Roth and 

Sotomayor (1990). 
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staying single. Similarly each woman has strict preferences over the set of men and 
staying single. An allocation is a matching of men and women. 

We can obtain marriage problems as a special case of our general model as follows: 
We partition N into two nonempty disjoint sets M and W. That is, M u W N, M 0 0, 
W 0, and Mn W= 0. Let co(i) = {i} for all i cN, 

Vf= (a c1V;VicNIa(i)I= 1; Vm cM,a(m) cWU {m}; 

V w E W,a(w) cMU {w}; and Vi, j cN, a(i) = {j} a(j) = i, 

and =,S. 

COROLLARY 4 (Alcalde and Barber'a (1994), Roth (1982a)): Consider any subclass of 
marriage problems with at least two men and two women. There is no allocation rule in this 
context that is Pareto efficient, individually rational, and strategy-pioof (and hence there is no 
strategy-proof selection from the core correspondence). 

Gale and Shapley (1962) also consider a generalization of marriage problems that is 
known as roommate problems. There is a group of agents each of whom has strict 
preferences over all agents. An allocation is a partition of the set of agents into groups of 
size one and two. Here we are assigning either one or two persons to a room. 

We can also obtain roommate problems as a special case of our model: Let co(i) = {i} 
for all i c N, 

'f = (a E=-W IVi E N, a(i)J = 1 and Vi, j c N, a(i) = {j} a(j) = {i}} 

and M=,s. 

COROLLARY 5: Consider any subclass of roommate problems with at least four agents. 
There is no allocation rule in this context that is Pareto efficient, individually rational, and 
strategy-proof. 

4.4. Coalition Fornation Problems 

Consider the following class of coalition fownation problems (Banerjee, Konishi, and 
Sonmez (1997)): There is a group of agents and each agent has strict preferences over 
coalitions that include him. A feasible allocation is a partition of the set of agents. 

We can represent coalition formation problems as a subclass of our general model as 
follows: For all i E N, let co(i) = {wI j E N, j i}. That is, each agent i is endowed with 
INI - 1 indivisible goods where good wUij is interpreted as a permit for agent j to join a 
coalition with agent i. Let 

= (a WI V i j V] N, (ij E a(j) 1ji E a(i), and 

Vi, j k c N, (wij E a(j) and (ojk E a(k) 0(ik E a(k)}. 
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The first feasibility condition requires that if agent j is in the same coalition with agent i, 
then agent i should be in the same coalition with agent j. The second one requires that if 
agent j is in the same coalition with agent i, and agent k is in the same coalition with 
agent j, then agent k should be in the same coalition with agent i. Let =,W. 

COROLLARY 6: Consider any subclass of coalition foimation problems with at least three 
agents. There is no allocation rule in this context that is Pareto efficient, individually rational, 
and strategy-proof. 

4.5. Networks 

The following network model is due to Jackson and Wolinsky (1996): Let N be the set 
of agents. The network relations among these agents are represented by graphs whose 
nodes are identified with agents and whose arcs capture the pairwise relations. For any 
S c N, let gs denote the set of all subsets of S of size 2. The complete graph is the pair 
(N, gN). Any pair (N, g) with g CgN is a feasible allocation and it is referred to as a 
graph. Any pair (S, g) with S cN, g cgs is referred to as a subgraph. A subgraph (S, g) is 
connected if for all i, j ES, there exists {i,l 2, ... ik}CS such that {{i,il},{i1,i2},... 

{ik-1 k},{ik, j}} cg. 
Depending on application one may consider various restrictions on the preferences. 

We consider the case where each agent has strict preferences over all connected 
subgraphs that include him. That is, an agent is indifferent between two graphs if and 
only if the maximal subgraph to which he belongs is the same in two graphs. 

We can represent this network model as a specific case of our general model as 
follows: For all i E N, let W(i) = {woij I j E N, j / i}. We interpret good Uij as a permit for 
agent j to form a link with agent i. Let 

5wf = (a EA V V i, j EN, oij E a(j) = ji E a(i)}. 

That is, a link between two agents can be formed only with mutual consent. 
To specify the preference domain we need some additional notation. Let agents i and 

j be connected at allocation a if there exists {i1, i2,.. . ,k} cN such that wi iEa(i ), 

w'1'2 E a(i2), . . ., IWik k E=- a(ik), and Wike c a(j). Let Ni(a) denote the set of agents that are 

connected to agent i at allocation a. Let ggYet be the class of all complete and transitive 
binary relations on Vf that satisfy the following condition: For all i c N, 

(a(i) = b(i), 

Va, b esVf, aIib Al4 Ni(a) = Ni(b), 

V\j cNi (a), a( j) = b( j). 

Let W ='gnet = Fli N Winet. Note that Wnet satisfies Assumptions A and B. 

COROLLARY 7: Consider any subclass of networks with at least three agents. There is no 
allocation rule in this context that is Pareto efficient, individually rational, and strategy-proof. 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RELATED LITERATURE 

Strategy-proofness is a property motivated by the presumption that agents will manipu- 
late their preferences whenever they can gain by doing so. It's motivation is noncoopera- 
tive. On the other hand, the core correspondence is one of the major solution concepts in 
cooperative game theory. Our results show that for a wide class of allocation problems 
with indivisibilities, it is possible to achieve strategy-proofness together with Pareto 
efficiency and individual rationality only by means of the core correspondence. Hence. 
this result provides a link between cooperative game theory and noncooperative game 
theory. 

In addition to those cited in Section 4, there are two papers that are closely related to 
this paper. Sonmez (1996) studies strategy-proofness in the context of college admissions 
problems (Gale and Shapley (1962)) and shows that there exists an allocation rule that is 
Pareto efficient, individually rational, and strategy-proof if and only if each college has an 
unlimited number of slots. In this case the core correspondence is single-valued and it is 
strategy-proof. Therefore in this model too, there exists an allocation rule that is Pareto 
efficient, individually rational, and strategy-proof only if the core correspondence is 
essentially single-valued. One natural question is whether we can obtain this result as a 
corollary to Theorem 1. The answer is negative. In Sonmez (1996) college preferences are 
separable8 (Barber'a, Sonnenschein, and Zhou (1991)) and they do not satisfy Assumption 
B. On the positive side, this shows that even if Assumptions A or B are not satisfied, it 
may still be possible to obtain parallel results using the specific features of the model 
under consideration. 

Ledyard (1977) searches for strategy-proof selections firom the core correspondence in a 
rich model. On domains where every allocation in the core strictly Pareto dominates the 
initial allocation he obtains the following result: If a selection from the core correspon- 
dence is strategy-proof, then the core correspondence is essentially single-valued. Led- 
yard's domain restriction does not hold in any of our applications. Indeed this restriction 
and Assumption B are incompatible, unless there is a fixed allocation a that is one of the 
best allocations for all agents, for all preference profiles. In this very special case a is 
always Pareto indifferent to all Pareto efficient allocations and hence the conclusion is 
trivial. 

Dept. of Economics, University of Michigan, 611 Tappan Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1220, 
U. S.A.; tsonmez@umich. edu; http: // www. econ. lsa. umich. ediu / tsonmez. 

Manuscript received March, 1997; final revision received April, 1998. 
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